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ABSTRACT 

State-enabled cyber campaigns are achieving cumulative, strategic effects on the 
United States. A lack of transparency limits offensive cyber capabilities from af-
fecting the cost-benefit decisions of malicious cyber actors. However, recent opera-
tions suggest the United States can positively attribute malicious cyber activities, 
impose significant consequences with offensive cyber force, and translate those ac-
tions into deterrence of specific malicious activities using public communication. 
Persistent, public disclosure is necessary for offensive cyberspace operations to 
deter malicious cyber activities, nested with US strategic guidance, and achievable 
based on recent cyberspace operations. Transparent Offensive Cyber Persistence 
combines persistence with post factum, public disclosure of the justification, tar-
gets, and impacts of offensive cyber force, exchanging information for deterrence 
credibility. This work evaluates its suitability, acceptability, feasibility, and risks. 
Transparent Offensive Cyber Persistence exploits the relative advantages of offense 
in cyberspace to impose costs directly on malicious cyber actors, compel targets to 
defend everywhere, dissuade other actors, set a legitimate narrative of consequenc-
es for unacceptable malicious cyber activities, and shape international norms.

The United States (US) is under constant attack from increasingly capable 
state-enabled malicious cyber actors. The Cybersecurity and Infrastruc-
ture Security Agency  (CISA) reported cyber incidents cost the US economy 
$242 billion in 2018.1 McAfee and the Center for Strategic and International 
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Studies (CSIS) assess most attacks originate from Russia, 
China, North Korea, and Iran who have symbiotic rela-
tionships with malicious cyber actors.2 Cybersecurity 
alone is unable to deter these actors: the US must sig-
nificantly raise their perceived costs. US National Cy-
ber Strategy deters via “the imposition of costs through 
cyber and non-cyber means.”3 U.S. Cyber Command 
(USCYBERCOM) has substantial offensive cyberspace 
capabilities, but the nature of cyberspace has limited 
their deterrent value.  

The US must re-evaluate how offensive cyber force 
complements deterrence strategy. Cyber deterrence 
studies from Congress, the Department of State (DOS), 
and Department of Defense (DoD) produced founda-
tional recommendations grounded in theory and prac-
tice.4 Yet, challenges such as attribution and the risk of 
compromise impede implementation. USCYBERCOM 
adopted the strategic concept of cyber persistence to 
continuously contest adversaries in cyberspace. Gen-
eral Paul Nakasone, Commander of USCYBERCOM and 
Director of the National Security Agency (NSA), said 
that strategic effects “come from the use – not the mere 
possession – of cyber capabilities.”5 USCYBERCOM’s 
persistence concept and recent offensive cyberspace 
operations illuminate new options for offensive cyber 
capabilities in deterrence. Scholars debate whether 
cyber deterrence is feasible and argue USCYBERCOM 
persistence is inherently defensive, but deterrence is 
central to US strategy and malicious cyber actors per-
sist in their own offensive campaigns against the US. 
How can offensive cyber persistent engagement com-
plement US cyber deterrence strategy?

Persistent, public disclosure is necessary for of-
fensive cyberspace operations to deter malicious cy-
ber activities, nested with US strategic guidance, and 
achievable based on recent cyberspace operations. The 
concept of transparent offensive cyber persistence com-
bines cyber persistent engagement with calculated, 
post factum disclosure of operations information to 
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influence the cost-benefit decisions of malicious cyber 
actors. This will shape international behavior by de-
terring the scope and aggressiveness of malicious cyber 
activities and encouraging like-minded allies to act in 
kind. Transparent offensive cyber persistence is based 
on deterrence theory, intragovernmental recommenda-
tions for cyber deterrence, scholarship, and observations 
from US and European law enforcement responses to 
malicious cyber activities, including US elections secu-
rity interference, DarkSide, Trickbot, and Emotet. This 
work describes the strategic problem of malicious cyber 
activities, a framework for cyber deterrence with offen-
sive cyberspace capabilities, US strategic guidance, and 
the concept of transparent offensive cyber persistence 
and then analyzes this concept and its implications. 

THE STRATEGIC PROBLEM OF MALICIOUS 
CYBER ACTIVITIES

State and non-state actors employ cyber activities to 
subvert US power and asymmetrically erode US com-
petitive advantages. Emily Goldman argues that the 
US is facing a crisis, losing ground in cyberspace as 
the volume, diversity, and sophistication of threats in-
creases and shifts from exploitation to disruptive and 
destructive attacks.6 State-enabled malicious cyber ac-
tivities include espionage of intellectual property, sanc-
tioned cybercrime to fund illicit activities and degrade 
strategic competitors, covert influence campaigns, and 
disruptive attacks on critical infrastructure. General 
Nakasone describes the stakes:  

Today peer and near-peer competitors operate 
continuously against us in cyberspace. These 
activities are not isolated hacks or incidents, but 
strategic campaigns. Cyberspace provides our 
adversaries with new ways to mount continuous, 
nonviolent operations that produce cumulative, 
strategic impacts by eroding U.S. military, eco-
nomic, and political power without reaching a 
threshold that triggers an armed response.7
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Operating costs and risks for malicious cyber activity are low while pay-offs are substan-
tial. British consulting firm Deloitte estimated monthly cyber-criminal enterprise operating 
costs for a campaign with multiple tools falls between $544 and $3,796.8 Conversely, the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) calculated $4.1 billion in thefts from the American 
public in 2020, averaging over $5,000 each incident.9  Commercialization trends make more 
tools more available at lower costs. But malicious cyberspace activity benefits from more 
than cost-efficiency. Chris Demchak explains the design of cyberspace provides malicious 
cyber actors five advantages: choice of scale, ability to act from any proximity, access to tools 
with desired precision, surprise and reuse inherent in the deception of tools, and the ability 
to avoid retaliation from opaqueness in origins.10 FBI Director Christopher Wray said “we’ve 
got to change the cost-benefit calculus of criminals and nation-states who believe they can 
compromise US networks, steal US financial and intellectual property, and hold our critical 
infrastructure at risk, all without incurring any risk themselves.”11 The US can raise costs 
using offensive cyberspace operations. 

CYBER DETERRENCE FRAMEWORK 
Deterrence theory implies the threat of consequences will discourage actors from conduct-

ing malicious cyber activities against the US. Joint doctrine explains deterrence will “prevent 
adversary action through the presentation of a credible threat of counteraction.”12 Offensive 
cyber forces – USCYBERCOM – may deter malicious cyber actors by creating the expectation 
that retaliatory costs will exceed the benefits of malicious cyber activities. Intragovernmen-
tal recommendations for such a strategy have emerged over the past several years.

Congressional, DOS, and DoD advisory groups published recommendations for offensive 
cyber deterrence. The 2020 US Cyberspace Solarium Commission concluded cyber deter-
rence requires clear communication of consequences, costs that outweigh perceived ben-
efits, credibility of capability and resolve, escalation management, the ability to attribute, 
and a policy for when to “voluntarily self-attribute cyber operations … for the purposes of 
signaling capability and intent to various audiences.”13 DOS stressed malicious cyber actors 
must be certain they will face consequences and the need for a range of swift, transparent 
consequences for significant cyber incidents combined with tailored public and private com-
munications, improved attribution, direct targeting of cyber actors, interagency planning 
to manage escalation, and coordinated reprisal with international partners.14 DoD’s 2017 
Task Force on cyber deterrence proposed tailored, scalable deterrence campaigns of coun-
tervailing costs targeting what malicious cyber actors value using multiple instruments of 
power, explicit or implicit (by precedent) communication of the capability and will to re-
spond, investments in attribution, and risk management of unintended effects, escalation, 
tool compromise, and other policy objectives.15 This Task Force predicted deterrence posture 
will lead to cyber norms and declaratory policies important for international legitimacy, 
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a better alternative to cyber arms races. Government recommendations encapsulate many of 
the underlying theories and challenges debated among scholars.

Scholars debate the feasibility of deterrence in cyberspace below the use-of-force threshold 
and articulate consistent themes on what cyber deterrence must address. Nye says cyber 
deterrence depends on perception, must address attribution, uncertainty, and escalation 
risks, and should consider costs in terms of entanglement and norms.16 Goodman contends 
real-world examples demonstrate cyber deterrence is viable but concedes challenges include 
attribution, contestability (resulting from anonymity), scalability, a lack of reassurance, es-
calation, and clear signaling.17 Conversely, Fischerkeller and Harknett argue the uniqueness 
of cyberspace makes deterrence infeasible below the use-of-force threshold, observing that 
continuous interactions encourage stable, agreed competition.18 Taddeo reasons deterrence 
is limited by the dynamic, ambiguous nature of cyberspace conflict regarding attribution, 
credible signaling, escalation, uncertainty of effects, and proportionality.19 Goldman says 
deterrence theory no longer explains continuous cyber engagement because there is a par-
adigm shift underway demanding development of persistence concepts.20 Attribution, cred-
ibility, clear communication, scalability, environmental uncertainty, misperceptions, esca-
lation risk, risks of compromise, unintended effects, and the question of norms are themes 
pervading scholarship debate on cyber deterrence. This intersection of government and 
scholars’ recommendations provides a useful framework.

Effective deterrence requires capability, credibility, and communication. Capability is the 
power to project targeted, proportionate, and scalable cyberspace effects that impose signifi-
cant costs. Credibility means malicious cyber actors believe there is  capability and the resolve 
to use it. Communication is the mechanism to clearly signal intent to impose consequences for 
specific malicious cyber activities (below the use-of-force threshold) to target audiences. 

Critical enabling capabilities are attribution, intelligence, and operations capacity.21 Attri-
bution is the ability to trace malicious cyber activities to a malicious cyber actor in sufficient 
degree to enable targeted reprisal, despite obfuscation and anonymity in cyberspace. Intel-
ligence support enables cyberspace attribution, assessments of effects and reactions, and 
identification of malicious cyber actor interests and perceptions. Operations capacity implies 
the ability to plan, employ capabilities, and communicate to influence malicious cyber actor 
decisions, while mitigating risk and building international support and legitimacy. 

The primary challenges, or risks, of cyber deterrence are compromise, unintended effects, 
and escalation. Compromise is the unintended disclosure of sensitive cyberspace capabilities 
and vulnerabilities or intelligence sources and methods. The inherent uncertainty and volatili-
ty of cyberspace makes operations susceptible to unpredictable effects and both ambiguity and 
manipulation of perception. Escalation includes unintended adversary responses that intensify 
conflict. Transparent offensive cyber persistence addresses each component of this model to 
raise expected costs for malicious cyber actors while nesting within US strategy.
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A STRATEGIC APPROACH
President Biden’s Interim National Security Strategic Guidance identified a national pri-

ority to “deter and prevent adversaries from directly threatening the United States and our 
allies.”22 His guidance describes malicious cyber actors held accountable through propor-
tionate costs and, with allies and partners, shaped global norms in cyberspace.23 The 2018 
National Cyber Strategy explains that the “United States will formalize and make routine 
how we work with like-minded partners to attribute and deter malicious cyber activities 
with integrated strategies that impose swift, costly, and transparent consequences when 
malicious actors harm the United States or our partners.”24 In summary, a strategic objective 
for offensive cyber deterrence is: a transparent system of US allies and partners that imposes 
proportionate consequences on malicious cyber actors to reinforce and shape global norms 
in cyberspace.

In practice, the US has imposed swift, costly, and transparent consequences outside of 
cyberspace for certain malicious cyber activities. The Department of Justice (DOJ) recently 
announced an indictment of four Chinese nationals for malicious cyber activities targeting 
the US and its allies.25 In April 2021, the Department of Treasury (USDT) retaliated for the 
SolarWinds attack with broad financial prohibitions on specific companies and individuals 
in the Russian defense and technology sector.26 Similarly, reprisals against Russian cyber-en-
abled interference in the 2018 and 2020 US elections included criminal indictments disclos-
ing significant intelligence on Project Lakhta and economic designations against the Internet 
Research Agency that revealed 15 names and specific activities.27 US economic and legal 
reprisals divulged surprising details on the individuals, companies, and specific activities 
of malicious cyber actors.28 This suggests that without compromising sensitive intelligence, 
the US can declassify and release sufficient information to attribute malicious cyber actors 
and describe their activities publicly. Yet, there are few public details of USCYBERCOM’s 
offensive actions to impose costs on malicious cyber actors.29 

USCYBERCOM does not discuss offensive cyberspace operations details. According to Gen-
eral Nakasone, cyber persistence empowers USCYBERCOM “to compete with and contest 
adversaries globally, continuously, and at scale, engaging more effectively in the strategic 
competition that is already under way.”30 General Nakasone’s 2019 statement to the Senate 
Armed Services Committee explained USCYBERCOM imposed costs and “changed [Russia’s] 
risk calculus for future operations.”31 In 2020, the Director of National Intelligence declas-
sified intelligence assessing Russia “did not make persistent efforts to access election infra-
structure, such as those made by Russian intelligence during the last US presidential elec-
tion.”32 A defense article reported USCYBERCOM conducted over 2,000 operations defending 
the 2020 elections.33 This indicates US cyberspace operations deterred specific malicious 
cyber activities targeting the elections, but the contribution of offensive cyber capabilities 
remains classified. 
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In contrast to announcements from DOJ and USDT, there was insufficient detail to under-
stand the impacts and targets of offensive cyberspace operations defending US elections. 
One reason to limit transparency in cyberspace operations is to minimize the chance of 
revealing intelligence or capability. But limited transparency also restricts information mali-
cious cyber actors need to recognize the threat that US cyberspace capabilities pose to their 
interests. Despite the secrecy, the scale, and stated successes of USCYBERCOM operations 
provide two important observations. The first is that USCYBERCOM can design and deliver 
effects with offensive cyber capabilities without risking, or with acceptable risk of, the expo-
sure of sensitive tools or methods. The second is that USCYBERCOM’s concept of persistent 
engagement has the power to generate multiple options to impose costs on malicious cyber 
actors in cyberspace. Given such a capability, how important is transparency?

Transparency enables the communication required for deterrence credibility. Transparency 
via public disclosure attributes specific malicious cyber activities and describes their conse-
quences, communicating a clear threat for unacceptable behavior. This message demonstrates 
the US ability to impose significant costs on malicious cyber actors and the resolve to respond 
to certain types of malicious cyber activities. This basic concept is built on the framework of 
deterrence theory, government recommendations, and scholarship precepts. Not only is offen-
sive cyberspace operations transparency achievable but, when executed persistently, it builds 
legitimacy and shapes global norms consistent with US strategic guidance.

TRANSPARENT OFFENSIVE CYBER PERSISTENCE
Transparent offensive cyber persistence is a method to complement US cyber deterrence 

strategy with offensive cyberspace operations. Its two driving mechanisms are: (1) disclo-
sure (i.e., transparency): post factum, public announcements stating which activities elicited 
reprisal, the specific targets with their justification, and the effects of the operation; and (2) 
persistence: an offensive cyberspace operation targeting malicious cyber actors’ interests 
(e.g., cyberspace assets) to impose costs appropriate for proportionate reprisal. 

Disclosure exchanges information for the credibility of capability and will. Publicly pro-
viding declassified information creates transparency that demonstrates the imposition of 
steep consequences for certain malicious activities. Transparency supports legitimacy by 
connecting the evidence of proportionate, targeted strikes to the culpability of specific actors 
or assets and their activities which elicited the response. Disclosure is essential to build 
deterrence credibility in a domain of impunity, to demonstrate legitimate reprisal for unac-
ceptable activities, and to shape international norms. 

Cyber persistence is USCYBERCOM’s concept of continuous engagement to shape malicious 
cyber actor behavior. Persistence creates credibility in the US resolve to respond to cyber ac-
tors directly in cyberspace through consistent action. However, persistence alone has margin-
al influence on malicious cyber actor decision-making because of the limited observability 
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inherent in cyberspace. Disclosing cyberspace effects unambiguously communicates capabili-
ty with intent and generates deterrence from persistent engagement. 

Persistence with transparency will clearly communicate the high costs the US will impose 
in response to specific malicious cyber activities and shape international behavior. Consis-
tently focusing on specific malicious cyber activities that threaten national interests, such 
as attacks on critical infrastructure or the integrity of elections, communicates which ac-
tivities are most unacceptable.34 This approach affords the ability to minimize compromise, 
escalation, and misperception and for consideration of information trade-offs in advance of 
an operation. 

ANALYSIS: SUITABILITY, ACCEPTABILITY, FEASIBILITY, AND RISK
This section illustrates how the capability, credibility, and communication of transparent 

offensive cyber persistence shapes a transparent system of US allies and partners that im-
poses proportionate consequences on malicious cyber actors to reinforce and shape global 
norms in cyberspace. It examines the risks of compromise, unintended effects, and escala-
tion, including a brief discussion of implementation risk. It also reviews repercussions for 
ethics, interagency and international partnerships, and USCYBERCOM’s attribution, intelli-
gence, and planning abilities.

Suitability

Cyberspace capabilities are capable of imposing costs that reverse the cost-benefit bal-
ance of malicious cyber activities. CISA reported median per-incident cyber damages range 
from $56,000 to $1.9 million including immediate expenses, lost revenues, and disruptions 
to business function.35 The expectation of reprisal at this scale would provide a powerful 
disincentive for certain malicious cyber activities.36 General Nakasone lauded USCYBER-
COM’s ability to effectively degrade malicious cyber actors and achieve decisive results.37  
Cyber-attacks disrupt operations, impose direct damages, compel expensive recovery and 
replacement measures, and damage reputations (e.g., forcing cover-ups). But what matters 
for deterrence is the expectation of facing those consequences.

Demonstrations of offensive cyber capability must overcome their inherent uncertainty, 
anonymity, and obfuscation to signal capability and resolve. Evan Montgomery’s research on 
emerging military technologies with limited observability suggests capability employment is 
the most unambiguous way to signal a threat.38 Recent law enforcement operations demon-
strate transparency can extract deterrence credibility from offensive cyber capabilities. FBI 
and Europol cyberspace actions accompanied with public announcements generated a deter-
rent effect and enabled the voluntary coordination of cybersecurity partners to collectively 
raise costs for Trickbot, Emotet, and Darkside.39  

A sophisticated operation in late 2020 reportedly disrupted Trickbot, a massive malware 
platform enabling “top-tier cybercriminals” to harvest financial data since 2016.40 Malwarebytes 
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reported a 68% percent reduction in Trickbot activity since the operation.41 Researchers as-
sessed only short-term disruption and concluded meaningful deterrence would require “novel 
solutions” targeting the malicious cyber actors’ own assets to include releasing information 
about the actors and aggressive targeting of Trickbot infrastructure.42 This implies strong de-
terrence requires costs exceeding temporary deactivation – what USCYBERCOM can deliver. 
USCYBERCOM reprisal is necessary to deter resilient actors who have benefitted from years of 
state sponsorship and success. Europol approached this threshold in early 2021.

In January 2021, Europol announced actions across eight countries that severely disrupted 
the cyber infrastructure of Emotet, a notorious access vector for state-enabled actors.43 As a 
disrupter, Emotet may have affected 19% of global networks since 2014 and recently enabled 
successful critical ransomware attacks against hospitals and the mid-2020 targeting of US 
state and local governments.44 Security firm Checkpoint assessed that Europol’s operation 
caused an 80% reduction in infections and 40% decrease in control communications.45 Re-
searchers reported that as a result Emotet became “pickier about who they target” after 
unprecedented adjustments.46 Europol’s operation demonstrates significant costs can have a 
deterrent effect on the scope and scale of malicious cyber activities.

In May 2021, Russian cybercriminal group DarkSide conducted a successful ransomware 
attack against Colonial Pipeline, operator of the largest US oil pipeline. One month later, DOJ 
announced an FBI cyber operation recaptured $2.3 million directly from DarkSide’s crypto-
currency accounts, declaring, “We will continue to target the entire ransomware ecosystem 
to disrupt and deter these attacks.”47 Reportedly, DarkSide suffered infrastructure disruption 
and announced it would stop its ransomware-as-a-service program and avoid public targets, as 
affiliates began to shun its services.48 Trickbot, Emotet, and DarkSide reprisals illustrate how 
to transparently strike back in cyberspace, imposing costs and influencing actors’ decisions. 

Despite Trickbot, Emotet, and DarkSide resilience, law enforcement actions reduced the 
scope and scale of post-recovery activities. FBI and Europol announcements informed affiliated 
actors they can and will be subjected to cyberspace force. When the FBI announced it targeted 
DarkSide, there was rapid behavior change and distancing from DarkSide affiliates to avoid fur-
ther costs.49 In each case, public disclosure demonstrated resolve to impose consequences with 
offensive cyber capabilities, the costs those actions imposed, and the specific activities that 
precipitate them. Stronger deterrence requires costs that exceed temporary disablement. US-
CYBERCOM can impose those costs, and transparency is essential to clearly signal this intent. 

Actions send a clear message of intention, and public disclosure is required to overcome 
perception challenges. Consistent disclosure of offensive cyberspace effects demonstrates 
the capability to attribute and impose costs combined with the resolve to respond to specif-
ic malicious cyber activities. Publishing the costs imposed in reprisal informs both actors 
responsible for targeted assets and parties likely to verify the incident.50 Publicity creates 
reputational costs and reduces the chance for successful downplay, denial, and deception 
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by forcing the adversary to contend with a competing narrative.51 Establishing the initial 
account of events with first-hand knowledge from an operation provides the opportunity to 
link consequences to specific malicious cyber activity and document their scope and scale 
as legitimate reprisal. Persistent, public disclosure of USCYBERCOM offensive cyberspace 
reprisal would significantly increase the credibility of threats to actors who conduct cyber 
activities threatening national interests. It also sets conditions for behavioral norms in the 
international community.

Transparent offensive cyber persistence shapes global norms on responses to malicious 
cyber activities. Norms are common expectations about acceptable behavior. The World Bank 
reports voluntary government alliances develop global norms by bringing issues into public 
discourse when there is strong leadership, accountability, and legitimacy.52 The use of rel-
evant and credible evidence is crucial in building public and political support.53 Public dis-
closure provides a transparent accounting of consequences and specific malicious activities, 
enabling global discourse on unacceptable behaviors and legitimate reprisal. Transparency 
builds trust with the US population and with allies. In his remarks to the European Union in 
2019, Under Secretary of State Christopher Ford explained:

…normative understandings can help anchor the policy choices of responsible states in 
responding to bad behavior in cyberspace — which is what normative regimes do by way of 
compliance enforcement. This issue of consequences is an emerging area of cooperation 
between likeminded states, one that is called for in our National Cyber Strategy.54 

Disclosure leads by example and demonstrates the acceptable use of offensive capabil-
ities for deterrence, encouraging like-minded partners to contribute in-kind. A voluntary 
alliance of like-minded states imposing cyberspace consequences on malicious cyber actors 
will greatly improve deterrence.

The transparency of Trickbot and Emotet operations led to formulations of voluntary alli-
ances to impose consequences. Microsoft coordinated global telecommunications providers 
and others to further disrupt Trickbot, securing court orders for direct disruption.55 The FBI 
also continued reprisal, announcing additional indictments and releasing additional Trickbot 
information in June 2021.56 Europol’s Emotet reprisal also exemplified a security community 
coordinating to impose costs through cyberspace operations, law enforcement, and public 
announcements in eight countries. In his study on deterrence and norms in cyberspace, Tim 
Stevens argues norms-based “deterrence communities” increase the chance of deterrence 
and encourage the exercise of power, emphasizing that global normative frameworks not 
backed with credible force fail to deter non-state actors.57 Publicly holding malicious cyber 
actors accountable facilitates cooperation from like-minded partners and an international 
system that curbs unacceptable behavior, cumulatively raising costs for malicious cyber ac-
tors. The United States can impose significant consequences with offensive cyber capabili-
ties and translate those actions into deterrence with public disclosure to shape global norms. 
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Acceptability

It is possible to disclose the impact of an offensive cyber operation and release intelligence 
regarding targets without compromising tools, methods, and vulnerabilities or intelligence 
sources and methods. Conventional thinking is that disclosure compromises sensitive capa-
bilities. However, FBI, Europol, and USDT announcements demonstrate disclosure can release 
details on costs imposed and specific targets while protecting methods and sources. Further, 
the volume of operations that USCYBERCOM conducted in its defense of the US elections indi-
cate the command’s ability to deliver noticeable effects without compromising capabilities. The 
plausibility of such information is extant in the accesses exposed during the observable effects 
of cyber-attack.58 Therefore, post factum disclosure may reveal little more than the intelligence 
and access compromised already with reprisal. The aforesaid operations indicate it is possible 
to declassify enough intelligence for public attribution that legitimizes reprisal. The transpar-
ency of consistent public disclosure enables additional risk mitigation.

Transparency and persistence mitigate the risks of unintended effects. Cyberspace uncer-
tainty causes unintended effects from misperceptions to unreliable timelines in executing 
operations. Even conventional military power is difficult to assess in advance of a conflict.59  
Persistence reduces this uncertainty through repetitive execution which builds experience 
in the execution and assessment of technical risks. Public disclosure communicates directly 
to target and international audiences the intended effects, targets of an operation, outcomes, 
and which activities provoked reprisal. Consistent disclosure demonstrates the intent to de-
liver targeted responses for certain malicious activities. Persistent demonstration reduces 
uncertainties regarding intentions externally and capabilities internally. Transparency lim-
its misperception.

Consistent public disclosure provides a clear strategic message that reduces the risk of 
escalation. Timely disclosure connects cyberspace effects to malicious activity reprisal as 
(or before) adversary decision-makers learn of the strike. While disclosure attributes actions 
to the US, which aids attribution for malicious cyber actors, it also informs the interna-
tional community. There is risk public exposure will incur accusations of misattribution or 
retaliation for reputational costs, in which case limited or private messaging may be more 
appropriate. Fischerkeller and Harknett note fears of escalation are unwarranted because 
malicious cyber activities already challenge national security and cyberspace competitive 
interaction stabilizes rather than escalates.60 US actions during the Cold War suggest that 
creative uses of the military send strong signals not inherently escalatory.61 Disclosing in-
formation provides the opportunity to ensure observers have sufficient data to assess US 
actions, including evidence of the justification, targets, and actions that reduce opportunities 
for misrepresentation. 

Nothing in transparent offensive cyber persistence compromises the law of armed conflict 
or partnership practices at USCYBERCOM, which will continue to adhere to the principles 
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of necessity, proportionality, and distinction. While there is debate about the military in-
tervening in cybercriminal activity, there is precedence for intervention against non-state 
actors when national interests are threatened, such as counter piracy. Further, it is possible 
to conduct a cyberspace attack on malicious cyber actors’ logical assets while minimizing 
collateral damage to legitimate but unwitting host services. For example, FBI and Europol 
operations remediated bot access, freeing unsuspecting users’ devices from malicious con-
trol without harming their hosts. Close coordination with law enforcement will continue to 
be fundamental in ensuring compliance with international law regarding third parties. Fi-
nally, USCYBERCOM operates closely with interagency partners to vet targets and facilitate 
the review of intelligence equities before releasing any information, minimizing unintended 
effects. Transparency also encourages international partners to assess the actions of USCY-
BERCOM and shape their adoption as international norms. 

Feasibility

USCYBERCOM operations provide sufficient capability to project targeted, proportionate, 
and scalable cyberspace effects of significant cost. Its offensive teams degrade, disrupt, de-
stroy, or manipulate adversary information, information systems, and networks.62 Michael 
Warner provides a describes the progression of USCYBERCOM’s offensive capabilities, which 
disrupted Islamic State social media in 2016, as reaching a “new level” in scale and scope 
during the defense of US elections in 2018.63 Actions defending the US elections in 2018 and 
2020 demonstrate the ability to attribute malicious cyber activities and execute at scale.64 
General Nakasone affirmed USCYBERCOM’s ability to impose tailored costs on malicious cy-
ber actors.65 USCYBERCOM operates a Cyber Mission Force of 6,200 servicemembers includ-
ing offensive forces organized in Cyber National Mission Teams and Cyber Combat Mission 
Teams.66 It has multiple operational headquarters providing planning and coordination ca-
pabilities.67 General Nakasone reported the combined strength of USCYBERCOM and subor-
dinate commands reached 238,000 personnel with other supporting elements across DoD.68 
Disclosure to extract deterrence from existing USCYBERCOM activities may require a mod-
est increase in personnel to support this additional function. However, USCYBERCOM also 
draws from the resources of the US intelligence community to support messaging, effects, 
and attribution.69 In summary, USCYBERCOM has the planning, intelligence, and teams ca-
pable of generating a range of effects suitable for imposing proportionate consequences and 
the resources to attribute malicious cyber activities. 

Risk

Previous subsections discussed the primary risks of compromise, unintended effects, and 
escalation but implementation risk requires elaboration. Implementation risk includes un-
der-delivering attribution or disclosure intelligence and under-producing cyber effects options 
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required for reprisal. Early planning for public disclosure in most offensive cyberspace oper-
ations will maximize future options to enhance deterrence. A campaign of targeted reprisal 
actions will afford the best opportunity to exceed the cost-benefit thresholds of resilient 
malicious cyber actors. Some diversion of resources may be required to develop options for 
public disclosure. Not every opportunity will fit, but even periodic demonstration will pro-
vide important input to adversary decision-making. Interagency coordination to discover in-
telligence equities and political-military risk (e.g., conflict with other policy objectives) will 
remain an important factor in decisions to execute operations and declassify intelligence. 
Ultimately, greater risk lies in allowing malicious cyber actors to continue without imposing 
any significant costs their campaigns of malicious cyber activities that undermine US power. 

IMPLICATIONS
Law enforcement and economic actions are powerful but fail to impose high enough costs 

to deter resolute cyber actors, particularly those outside jurisdictional reach. The FBI and 
Europol demonstrated consequences for major cybercriminals with public announcements 
detailing tangible costs and specific intelligence on the actors. They leveraged successful 
multi-national, public-private deterrence communities targeting cyber criminals without 
compromising sensitive intelligence or capabilities. Yet, cybercriminals have made fortunes 
and benefited from state support, building resiliency to legal and economic measures. Mali-
cious cyber activities targeting critical infrastructure and other interests of national security 
demand higher consequences. When authorized, military power projection in and through 
cyberspace must severely degrade and destroy malicious cyber actors’ assets. Such actions 
will send a strong message that malicious cyber activities threatening national and allied 
interests are not worthwhile. USCYBERCOM efforts may complement whole-of-government 
action, target the most significant malicious cyber actors, and significantly deepen costs for 
activities threatening critical infrastructure, elections, or other national interests. 

Transparent offensive cyber persistence creates opportunities to achieve information ad-
vantage. Information advantage involves securing the initiative over other actors’ behavior, 
situational understanding, and decision-making.70 Using offensive cyber forces to impose 
consequences in a transparent manner exploits the relative advantages of offense in cyber-
space, compelling targets to defend everywhere while discouraging other malicious cyber 
actors. Disclosure seizes the initiative, setting the narrative of legitimate reprisal coinci-
dently with reprisal discovery. It provides a public account of US actions with evidence that 
malicious cyber actors must refute. Publicity reduces actors’ abilities to construct alternate 
stories and downplay consequences. The costs of reprisal can be significant, as discussed 
above, and instigate substantial second order effects from the ensuing investigation and re-
mediation.71 Offensive cyber capabilities are the means to impose costs on actors less suscep-
tible to diplomatic, law enforcement, or economic actions. Additionally, consistency in public 
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disclosure provides the ability to privately message adversaries when it is crucial to demon-
strate restraint or retain the option to escalate reputational costs. Furthermore, transparency 
encourages like-minded allies to also reinforce acceptable behavior in cyberspace. This will 
create a deterrence community with the resolve and capability to raise costs for malicious 
cyber actors.

CONCLUSION
Malicious cyber activities erode the competitive advantages of the US. Malicious cyber 

actors operate with impunity despite economic, legal, and diplomatic reprisals, leveraging 
symbiotic relationships with Russia, China, North Korea, and Iran. Historian and theorist Sir 
B.H. Liddell Hart said, “It is folly to imagine that the aggressive types, whether individuals 
or nations, can be bought off... but they can be curbed. Their very belief in force makes them 
more susceptible to the deterrent effect of a formidable opposing force.”72 The US can influ-
ence the cost-benefit decisions of such actors. It can lead like-minded states to new interna-
tional norms that make cyberspace a costly domain to conduct certain malicious activities, 
such as infrastructure or elections attacks. Transparent offensive cyber persistence provides 
this deterrent framework, combining transparency and persistence. 

Persistent, public disclosure is necessary for offensive cyberspace operations to deter ma-
licious cyber activities, nested with US strategic guidance, and attainable based on recent 
cyberspace operations. Recent operations suggest the United States can positively attribute 
malicious cyber activities, impose significant consequences with offensive cyber capabil-
ities, and translate those actions into deterrence with calculated public communication. 
Whole-of-government cyberspace operations demonstrate consistent action with disclosure 
is likely to deter the scope and aggressiveness of malicious cyber activities. Those operations 
and USCYBERCOM’s limited public record also suggest the significant, additional costs of 
military power projection in cyberspace would greatly influence malicious cyber actor de-
cision-making. Transparent offensive cyber persistence exchanges disclosure for credible 
cyber deterrence, supports US strategic ends suited to offensive cyber capabilities, miti-
gates the risks of compromise and escalation, and demands few additional resources. The 
primary mechanisms of persistence and disclosure implement key intragovernmental and 
scholarship recommendations for cyber deterrence while addressing the unique challenges 
of cyberspace. Consistent and transparent consequences will send a clear threat to malicious 
cyber actors, return the advantages of offense in cyberspace to US strategy, and facilitate 
new norms in cyberspace.

The concept of deterrence will remain as valid as the utility of influencing adversary deci-
sions. The cumulative effect of malicious cyber activities already threatens national security. 
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Some argue persistent strategic competition in cyberspace tends toward stability below the 
use-of-force threshold, but it is unknown if malicious cyber actors are actively attempting 
to cross that threshold. The US must demonstrate offensive cyber capabilities not only to 
influence the cost-benefit analysis of malicious cyber actors. It must also advance discourse 
among allies, promote international norms, upgrade perceptions of US power, and force stra-
tegic dilemmas on malicious cyber actor enablers who seek cost-effective strategies to attack 
the United States.  

DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in this work are those of the author(s) and do not reflect the official 

policy or position of the United States Military Academy, the Department of the Army, the 
Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government.
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